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About Barry E. Knight...

“I want to coach and equip leaders and influencers to MASSIVELY IMPACT those they lead and serve!”
About Barry E. Knight...

Family Man
About Barry E. Knight...

Author of the book,
About Barry E. Knight...

Produced a 3 Part Audio Series,
About Barry E. Knight...

Barry E. Knight Speaks

Join my Leadership Email List

www.barryeknightspeaks.com
Remember who you are…

“Teachers make all other professions possible!”

“Educators are the liaison between destiny and learning!”
The Question of the Day?

What causes change and transformation?

DISRUPTION
What Causes Change and Transformation?

Think about the Newton’s 1st Law of Motion:

“Every object will remain at rest or in uniform motion in a straight line unless compelled to change its state by the action of an external force.”
Where Have We Already Seen Disruption?
Where Else Have We Already Seen Disruption?
Where Have We Already Seen Disruption?
Where Else Have We Already Seen Disruption?
EDUCATION NEEDS A DISRUPTION!

Will You Be a Disruptor!?
My Personal Disruptor!

Mrs. Tena Petix
Remember…

“Programs don’t change people…People change people!”
Remember...

“No significant learning can occur without significant relationship.”

-Dr. James Comer
THE 4 P’s for SOCIAL CHANGE and TRANSFORMATION

1. Pissed

Take 30 sec and journal your thoughts on specifics about current academic practices and behaviors that piss you off
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2. Passionate

Take 30 sec and journal what you’re passionate about pursuing in relation to student achievement
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3. Proficient

Take 30 sec and journal your thoughts on what you need to know, who you need, and how you’ll utilize this info
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4. Peace

Take 30 sec and journal where and how you’ll bring peace to those you lead and serve
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“Yes, leadership is influence, but the engine to influence is relevancy and innovation!”

-Barry E. Knight